Abstract. Conventional methods to determine measuring instrument fitness for use or at time refers to accuracy of measuring instrument include adopt the accuracy of measuring instrument derives from the specification of the instrument itself, or error of reading from calibration certificate or multiples of resolution and some even consider calibration renders fitness for use. The common weaknesses of these conventional methods do not take into consideration of measurement uncertainty and measurement requirements. This paper researches into an alternative method in line with recent development in metrology as well as users requirements. It not only taking measurement cost into consideration, also meets the requirement of ISO QMS measuring instrument management requirements.
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Introduction.
False measurement signal may induce negative impact on quality cost. Such signal could have caused by multiple factors of measuring system [1] management. Most conventional methods disregard users' requirements due to the past definition of calibration and the understanding of measuring instrument management as well as metrological traceability [2] . An alternative method to determine measuring instrument fitness for us in line with current metrology development is thus necessary, because it is the foremost condition before any measurement can be made.
Conventional Techniques Argument.
What is measuring instrument fitness for use? ISO/IEC 17025 clause 5.5.2 does not clearly specify but states the measuring instrument needs to meet the accuracy required. That means measurand obtains using the measuring instrument shall meet the metrological requirement. It is natural that various criteria have been adopted to meet this end. The most common conventional method is to adopt the accuracy ratio of the measurement standards to the accuracy of measuring targeted between 4:1 and 10:1 [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . There are others consider the error reported in the calibration certificate should be smaller than the accuracy required. These methods do not take into consideration of measurement uncertainty [11] as well as users' requirements.
Propose Method.
This alternative method consists of 2 stages can be expressed by mathematical models. Stage 1. The first stage relates measurement uncertainty and user's requirements.
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Where is the expanded uncertainty stated in the calibration certificate is the metrological requirement. can be permissible error, allowable error, tolerance, specification or limits set for measurand. This fitness formula provides the most economical measuring instrument capability verses cost ratio. The argument is the probability of measured value falls within the requirement assuming there is no correction or it is equal to zero as shown in Figure 1 Assuming a measured value is 5mm and requirement is ±0.05mm. There are 2 items to ensure the measuring instrument is fit for purpose. Is the measuring instrument capable of measuring the range of 5mm? The first item is to ensure the measuring instrument is capable of measuring the range of 5mm. This capacity is important otherwise it is useless. Is the measurement uncertainty ≤0.05mm? Assuming "A" is the measurement requirement or in this case is the metrological requirement, "B" the measurement uncertainty of the measuring instrument reported in the calibration certificate at 95% confidence level just manages to fit into the requirement. This is assuming correction equals to zero where the measured value falls on the mean of the uncertainty. This is the most economical situation and is said to be fit for purpose.
"C" is the situation where the measurement uncertainty is less than the metrological requirement. Somehow the probability of measured value falls outside the requirement is less than 5%.This is the condition where measuring instrument has better accuracy than required. On the other hand the cost of measurement may be higher due to smaller uncertainty which usually associates with higher cost of measuring instrument. Nevertheless it is fit for purpose.
"D" illustrates the situation where the measuring instrument does not meet the requirement due to measurement uncertainty larger than the requirement. There is a probability of measured value falls out of the requirement. Thus it is not suitable for use.
Stage 2. Correction and metrological requirement relation. What is correction? Figure 2 illustrates the black colour distribution (distribution to the left) is the condition where no correction is observed. Green distribution (distribution to the right) illustrates the shift of distribution to a new position and the amount of shift is the value of correction, c. Note that the shift can be either positive or negative. It is the modulus of this figure conventionally being adopted to judge accuracy of measuring instrument as well as accuracy of measurement. Equation (1) is valid when correction reported in the calibration certificate equals zero which is the same as condition "A" of Figure 1 . This perfect condition does not always happen in reality. In the past calibration procedure included adjusting this offset to near zero possible. It is to bring the green distribution to coincide with the original black distribution. However the new definition of calibration by VIM 2.39 has changed the overall picture where adjustment is not part of calibration procedure any more. It is reported as independent information. The user has to compensate this correction into the measured value so that the measured value is corrected for this error. This mathematical compensation shall ensure proper metrological traceability to SI units. However in practice it is difficult to perform this arithmetic due to troublesome procedure for the instrument user, possibility of making mistake and non linearity of measuring range in nature. To overcome this difficulty, equation (2) is proposed which is basically to determine whether the correction c, is insignificantly affect the measured result.
Where | | is the positive value of correction reported in the calibration certificate. is the metrological requirement of the measurement. The interpretation is if this statement is true then the effect of correction is insignificantly affecting the measured value. The user may not need to compensate this correction or may assume it to be equal to zero. That means the measuring instrument is still fit for purpose but with insignificant measurement error. If this statement is false then the user has no option but to add the correction for every measured value obtained. Otherwise the error is significantly large and cannot be ignored.
The argument for is based on the "significant" effect of the compensation and at the least stringent term.
allow for certain deviation of measured value. As long as the value obtained is within this band, it is acceptable so it is unnecessary to have the value falls on the expected value exactly. In this case the user may assume the correction = 0 otherwise correction has to be compensated to the measured value for its significant effect. Refer to Figure 3 , when the condition is perfect there is no correction as indicated in the chart original read X0 with measurement uncertainty U. The lower uncertainty value is BL and the upper value is BH and these are at the reported confidence level. When there is correction, the curve would shift either positive or negative direction. Assuming the positive shift from X0 to X1, the amount of shift is c, the maximum shift with continuous reading possible is at the lower reading of new position coincide with upper part of the original reading, i.e. BH = GL . There is no continuous reading possible beyond this point. This new position of X1 also possible to have reading at GH, therefore the total possible measured value is possible to within 3U on the positive shift as shown the diagram. Similarly the maximum possible value on the negative shift is also 3U. This argument induces an important criterion to set the minimum metrological requirement MR. Equation (2) indicates the maximum correction allowable in order not to affect the measured value. Thus the argument above is appropriate to say when correction meets this requirement, no correction is needed. The user may assume correction equals to zero. On the reverse the user shall always add the correction for every datum recorded otherwise this systematic error shall affect significantly the quality of datum. This method to determine fitness for use taking into account of varying users' requirements rather than cross the board fixed value determination. Users demand less accuracy may not necessary use measuring instrument accuracy far exceeding the requirement. This practice can be translated into cost saving. 
Conclusion
This alternative method to determine measuring instrument fitness for use differs from the conventional methods in various aspects. The basic argument is the use of formulae which provide consistency, demonstrate proper metrological traceability and consider user's requirements which can be translated into the cost of measurement.
